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these are a few of _ 

MV FAVOUR 
PAUL WELLER SORTS OUT THE STUFF HE'D TAKE TO A DESERT 
ISLAND, IAN CRANNA TAKES NOTES. 
Is it really all gloom and doom 
with Paul Weller these days? We 
decided to find out by selecting a 
dozen topics and asking Paul to 
pick his favourite things within 
these categories. We ran the 
- rn himself to \est young man himself to 
-li in the depths of Polygrat 
studios where a few last touc! 
are being added to The Jam's 
latest waxings. As smartly tun 
out and as friendly and down 1 
earth as ever, here's what one i 
pop's more sombre characters J 
to say about his int 

:hes 

"The Crowd" (dir 

& 
Also any Hammer 
("They remind me_ 
gone — the horror films tl: 
days are all arms being chopped 
““ “J —eally sick. These off and really really si 
have got a sense of in 
about them that I really like.") 
and any "Carry On" films ("Same 
for that — it's just the innocence 
• - rt I really like. You 

_ - -rrd. It's got everything — it'i 
an emotional record, the lyrics 
ire brilliant and it's got a great 
nelody." 

the quote: “If liberty 

the right to tell people what they 

'I don't eat meat or fish. My 
girlfriend's a vegetarian, and I 
stared living with her. And also 
when you move away from hom~ 

have is a lot more interesting." 
Menu: Falafel (ground up chick 
peas in tiny balls); Fried potato; 

TV PROGRAMME 

happy family whose life is jinxed 
by sudden wealth until the 
central character is considering 
tuicide but is saved by the faith 

of his young sc_., 
"The bit that always gets me and 
sends shivers up the spine — his 
kid looks up and says 'I still 
believe in you. Dad. When I grow 

o be just like you.' 

many good 
. _ s — that's probably 
the best. Basically because it 
captures ordinary life or one 
aspect of ordinary life." 
All time — 

"It's only broken down in the Iasi 
few years. This is a new thing, 
this breakdown in integrity of 
working class people — feeding 
off your own kind, mugging som 
old girl down the road who's got 

like a piece of England that 
doesn't really exist that much 
any more. All the camaraderie 
between the neighbours — I 
remember all that stuff. We used 
to live in Stanley Road in 
Woking, a terraced street like 
that and it was true — you could 
always leave your back door 

1963-67, 1976; Black music in 
general plus The Who, The Kinks 
and The Small Faces. "I don't like 
the three minute pop song as in 
the sort of crap you get in the 
charts, but I like the idea of just 
three minute simple stuff. 
"All the soul of Motown and Stax 
— and the English stuff like The 
Kinks and The Who and The 
Small Faces, all the bands that I 
really like, was happening then. 
Maybe that's stayed with me 
because in my teenage years I 

never turned on to all that 
glam-rock stuff. I thought it was 
really boring, all that music in 
the '70s. So I suppose till I saw 
the Pistols I just kept listening to 
all them old records. 
"The Kinks because of Ray 
Davies' songwriting — I think 
he's the greatest songwriter, or 
he was. The Who and The Small 

lly modem — the people 
are moaern-thinking. The 
government in Holland in 
general has actually thought 
about their nuclear protesters 

development. And Amsterdam is 
really cosmopolitan — there's 
loads of cultures and races — it's 
great. And it all seems to work 

_it City Hall. 
"It's always great there — it's got 
a great atmosphere. Glasgow's 
great as well. A lot of the places 
up North are good because they 
don't get so much as people 
down South — they're not, like, 
cool about it. It's a really honest 
reaction you get there. 
"There was also a great time at 
Newcastle when the front P.A. 

no vocals at all. 
re just played 'In The City' — 
.st the backing — and the cro . 

as really good." 

/oA,."--ra7w^e/rom/0 
My dad. (John Weller is also The 

"I like his attitude, always have 

MUSICAL PERIOD ANDINFLUENCES 

Laurel And Hardy. 
"They're timeless, and universal 
as well. And they don't have to 
rely on cheap gags. Some of the 
people you see today are really 
sick — Jim Davidson and all 
those people make me sick. " 



what that style was called — the late '50s really modern design, cubist shapes and stuff.*'); Levis ( Only Red Tag c 
[ways look good with whatever your wear"); Sunglasses ("Mine are black"); Mohair suit ( I ve got a black shiny 
Iress I like, that I’ll always be into.”) _ . .... . f>1, 
-1 think it's a thing I latched onto in 74/75 as a kind of base and that s always stuck with me. 111 never get out of th. 

"Mask Of Anarchy" by Shelley (Percy Bysshe, not Pete!) 
"You know the back of 'Sound Affects'? Those three verses on the back — they re from that. 
"We used to get all the crap at school — Wordsworth and that — all the wrong aspects. I ne- 
anarchist. If they ever used Shelley at school it would just be a love poem or- 
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Yet More Interesting Facts: 
"Music For Chameleons', the 
latest Gazza offering, is also 
the title of the latest collection of 
short stories by American author 
Truman Capote. And, as if that 
wasn't enough. Gary (or Biggies, 
as we call him on the flight deck) 
has even roped in David and 

-ds — the band who Virgin Records admit have been through 
considerable personnel changes" — have now not got any personnel 

left to change. In short, they've split up. 
Actually there was only one Skid left to leave, apart from Richard 

Jobson, and that was bassist Russell Webb who'd stood firmly to his 
ground while Jobbo was off doing all his poetry readings. Guitarist and 
co-founder of The Skids. Stuart Adamson, left the band nearly a year ago. 

Jobson has decided to devote all his time to his various solo activities 
— mainly poetry reading and fringe theatre. 

They went in at number one. 
They were the first group in ye 
to play both sides of a single on 
Top Of The Pops. We're talking 
about The Jam and their next 
L.P., "The Gift", is out on March 
12. Side One goes like this: 
"Happy Together". "Ghosts". 
"Precious". "Just Who Is The 5 
O'Clock Hero?", "TransGlobal 
Express". And Side Two: 
"Running On The Spot", 
"Circus", "The Planner's Dream 
Goes Wrong". "Carnation". 
"Town Called Malice". "The 
Gift". It comes in a special 
candy-striped paper bag. 

EMI are not a record company to 
languish on their laurels. 
They've already corralled a 
clutch of recent hits in a new 
compilation called "Twenty 
With A Bullet". It's terrific 
value: the twenty tracks include; 
"The Model" by Kraftwerk, 
"Golden Brown" by The 
Stranglers, "Cambodia" by Kim 
Wilde. "Love Makes The World" 
by The Jets. "My Own Way" by 
Duran Duran and "Daddy's 

" by Cliff Richard. 

Altered Images have a new 
single out on March 12. It's "See 
Those Eyes" and is backed by 
"How 'Bout That (My Train's 
Late)". Once again squire Martin 
Rushent was at the production 
controls. An album. "Pinky Blue" 
should be hot r- 

Pete Shelley steps out on his 
first collection of live dates since 
The Buzzcocks split up a year 
back. It's billed as "The Machine 
Tour", possibly because Pete's 
entire backing band is 
non-human. An electric 12-string 



just to prove the point we've 
decided to bring you the first ever 
"Competition-Within-A- 
Competition"! 

Not only axe we offering 10 12" 
copies of the latest Madness 
outing "Cardiac Arrest" — 
signed by the boys themselves — 
but also, on the sleeve you'll find 
details about your chance of 
winning a juke-box choc-full of 
100 singles. 

Daft, isn't it? Have a go. Peruse 
the following brain-teaser and jot 
the answer on a postcard — 
along with your name and 
address — and post it to 
Hits Cardiac Competitic_ . __ 
Carnaby Street, London W1V 
1PF. The first ten correct answ 
that leap to hand on March 18 
will get a 12" package for keeps. 

Here's the question: What was 
so special about "The Return Of 
The Los Palmas 7"? The fact that 
— a) it was recorded in a Turkish 
Bath; b) there's only one word in 
" c) David Sylvian plays drums 

* j* >•-!ispired by the 
a bandit Juan 

"Dimples" they call him. and it's 
not hard to see why. Every time 
he reveals that gleaming rack of 
dental work, vast great valleys 
appear in his cheeks. 

And the ladies love it. 
apparently. Well, the American 

in it; d) it wc Field hasn't . _ 
of all the feminists back home 
with quite such success. "Bit of < 
male chauvinist" they reckon, 
and there's no denying they've 
got a point. 

The San Francisco-born 
warbler first dumped his 
leanings towards baseball ... 
he discovered he could drive'_ 
all bananas in the local Bay Area 
clubs with his smokey vocal 
performances. After producing 
the likes of The Ohio Players and 
L :-debut LP "Dimples", the 

£ return of The I_ 
i Reeders' QM! And-, 

ones with the letter-openers this 
time around are Marc Almond 
and David Ball of Soft Cell. 

Now's your chance. All the 
questions you've always wanted 
to aim their way but never had 
the chance. Daft ones, 
meaningful ones or just plain 
down-to-earth ordinary ones. 

Send your question — one only 
— on a postcard or on the back of 
an envelope to Soft Cell Q&A, 
Smash Hits, 52/55 Carnaby 
Street. London W1V 1PF. Keep 
'em short and to the point and 

*' forget to include your name 

the mid-'60s — parked 1 
with The Loving Kind, Honeybus 
and the gangster rock-soul outfit, 
Shanghai, before he met up with 
Quo on a '76 UK tour. 

He'd just quit The Original 
Mirrors in late '81 when Francis 
Rossi phoned hi ' 

shot into the limelight with his 
first chart hit about the rigours of 
being frightfully popular with the 
girls, movingly entitled "I've Got 
To Learn To Say No"! The 
feminist faction are, however, 
even less enamoured of his 
B-side, a plaintive tale about the 
misery of that legal binding 
known as marriage called "She's 
Got Papers On Me". 

Nothing seems to stop it selling. 

patience, would-be-popstars. 
Pay heed to the example of the J. 
Cells Band, "the bad boys from 
Boston" as they were initially 
known. It's taken them eleven 
albums and thirteen years to get 
themselves a major hit in the 
shape of "Centerfold". 

While they've * 

__ r..r_UdbunUike the 
current "Freeze-Frame", 
America's biggest selling LP at 
the time of writing. 

discovered that — horror! — two 
of the anagrams in last issue's 
Crossword were incorrect. Sorry 

-ce have not lowered 
the final curtain. However, 
guitarist Mick Moody has left and 
the rest of the band can't decide 
whether to replace him or not. All 
this has delayed the next LP and 
postponed their projected April 

To paste over the gap. Purple 
Records have slipped out "North 
Winds" by David Coverdale — a 
long deleted antique from '78. 

his younger brothers Ray an 
comprises Northampton rockabilly band The Jets. has two rc 

mt hobbies. One is a fairly mundane "messing about with 
“ other is a rather startling "making shirts" —- including the 

itage gear. 
ilways patched my jeans whenever they wore out," explains the - J-L - .rade ag an elgctrician give8 n0 mnt of hig floif witJj 

. "And collars would wear out on shirts. Because 
shirts, I would take. 

Then, during a craze for covering denim jackets with patches, Bot 
(rent one step further by ditching the patches in favour of cutting ou 
xxttem and making a whole jacket. 

J r j *- -nofcg shirts for the band. I designed them, cut 

in t. 

tie? Not inappropriately, it' 
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RAP YOURSELF SILLY 
GENIUS OF RAP 

SIX GREAT RAPPING TRACKS 
TWENNYNINE (THE RAP) • CATCH THE BEAT! • GENIUS RAP 

JAZZY SENSATION • SUPERAPPIN’ • SEARCHING RAP 

SPECIAL LIMITED EDITION WITH FREE 12' SINGLE 
CONTAINING TWO EXTENDED PLAY BACKING TRACKS 

SO WHEN YOU’VE LISTENED TO THE GENIUS OF RAR PUT ON THE 12'AND 
RAP YOURSELF SILLY. 



Hamilton bohannon 
LET'S START TO DANCE AGAIN 

The message is in the music 
Now if you're ready 

The man's got the notion 
i put your rhythm sections in motion 

Shimmy, shimmy, co-co bop 
You're rocking with the doc 

Come on and do it, do it, do it 

Don't you wanna dance 

Boonv^crom^shakin^mom 

. 

»ang that thang tdthe beat of the drur 



DON’T STOP 
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THE CODE Gl 
all times!" says Martin Fry of ABC, 1 

Mi lets measured up. 

Honible lyrics! We try and take 
things one stage further and 
be . . . well, not intellectual but 
simply trying to say something 

Animals and scavengers!" 
I trust you're all getting the 

picture. As you can imagine, 
Messrs. Fry and Singleton tend 
towards bouts of fantasy with a 

_es things from a more 
personal standpoint. "I like the 
idea of having a twist in the 
lyrics. All the best lyrics, like 
Tears Of A Clown', have a twist 
in them. Things don't always 

permanently flat battery. 
Later, after ABC had formed 

and their first single "Tears Are 
Not Enough" had charted, Martin 
was still feverishly hunting for 
the exact funk sound. He'd 
always admired Dollar, 
especially the immaculate "Hand 
Held In Black And White" and so 

Cope seem level-headed, 
oui — as with everything else 

about the band — beneath all 
this lunacy lies more than a 
grain of truth. They really do 
think the quality of music is on 
*Se downward slope. As Martin 

lakes abundantly clear: "I just 

get away with mediocre things. litt! 
There's quite enough second — i 

not like putting things under a 

those just aren't the things that 
interest us. Most of pop music is 
about seeing how much you can 
get away with in three minutes, 
how much you can feature. You 

_ '* i your life story in three 
■**-1 explain 

producer Trevor Horn, "the one 
with the glasses in Buggies", to 
perform the same feat on "Poison 
Arrow". And having found Horn. 

section on his favourite Adam 
Faith classics. And having got 
hold of him, he then intends to trj 

rst thing you notic 
-ven his gangling height. 
broad shoulders and vast 
paw-like hands —-^isJhiaCTjes 

~ on the point of changing int^H 

ways the band seem like 

The Ants. Not so much visually — 
and certainly not musically — 
but simply in theory, in principle. 

Adam Faith used to re 
in a determined attem 
and reproduce the sar 

Likewise the suits. So 
possessed was Martin with the 
idea of a gold lamd suit that he's 
actually gone out and found 
Marc Bolan's original tailor, 
"somewhere in Soho", to make 
sure he wasn't getting landed 
with inferior threads. 

In short, when he sets out to do 
something, he usually does it. 
And does it right. 

League's 'Don't You The Hun.___ 
Want Me*. What about Joanne? I 
mean, does she go back to Phil? I 
-* *- find out what happens? 

search around the markets and 
Duy these horrible lengths of 
urex and stuff, and they say: 
what do you want thirty yards of 
his tasteless material for?'" He 
:huckles at the thought. "We get 

oopy”ol ABCs "Alphabet°Soup". 

'they were all hangin' round in 
the shadows doin' these really 
casual little dances. The next — 



IMTLEMEN 

n Fry. David Pal 

n' really uncool!" 
But then let's not forget the 

deejay at "Faces" Club in 
Birmingham, the night Martin 
Fry made a "personal 

"You get two types of deejays," 
Steve reports. "Some are like, 
well: 'we've got a band here 
tonight^they're called ABC and 

are just dedicated to the craft and 
they're just liars and cheatsl 
They're brilliant! They go: 
'Alright, everybody! We're going 

now — 'cos you can hear that any 
time of day — and tonight, ladies 
and gentlemen, you are going to 

most video directors seem 
currently to be stuck. All knights 
in armour and castles, peppered 
with the odd chariot and loads of 
statues: terribly "classical" and 

"We've got a great idea for 
Toison Arrow'," Martin reveals 
in full flight of fancy. "It stretches 

stylised Art gallery involving 
white stallions, some hamsters 

Trouble is," he reckons, "v 
want the iguanas to be a little 
more 'street level'. They'll 
probably come on wearing cloth 
caps and carrying pints of bitter!" 

ABC seem ideally poised to Do 
Very Well in '82. They have all 
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THE ASSOCIATES: Party 
Fears Two (WEA). Pop s 

Billy McKenzie sings a big, big 
song in a big. big voice. The song 
is excellent with an Abba-style 
piano tune (at least, I think it's a 
piano) breaking up the verses, 
rolling drums and a lyric which 

proceeds to a party. Mysterious 

SPIZZ ENERGI2: Work 
(Rough Trade). I thought this 
was Shakin' Stevens for a minute 
until nutty old Spizz started 
informing me what he does when 
he gets home from work. It's 
almost rock 'n' roll and it's all 
fun, especially the kazoo. 

FUNKAPOLITAN: Crime Of 
Life (London). August 'Kid 
Creole' Darnell has been roped 

funk. It's a highly danceable 
dance tune with clever playing 
and clever playing on words. But 
Uhought I'd like it more than I 

BAUHAUS: Kick In The Eye 
(Beggars Banquet). Bauhaus 
sound as though they've been 
Lodging in^Bowie's house. 

and another big voice. Their stay 
wras worthwhile and soon they'll 

GARY HUMAN: Music For 
Chameleons (Beggars 
Banquet). It may be music for 
chameleons but Gary hasn't 

clothes and dance to. Lots of 
people are eager to write him off 
but listen to the loose bass 
playing, the Nui 
effects and chor 
dance floor fill ur_ 
you can be happy feeling sad. 

SINGLES 
Reviewed by 

Neil Tennant 

ickirtrtrtrk 
iL 
If 

(Vertigo). If you wan 
Phil Lynott's views on tne 
differences between being down 
on your luck in Hollywood. New 
York and London, listen to this. I 
didn't but I had to. They were 
good on "Jim'll Fix It", though, 
weren't they? 

WEEKEND: The View From 
Her Room (Rough Trade). 
Hey. jazz! Shoo-be-doo, do-be-do. 
I'm clicking my fingers to cool 
vocalising, mellow 
trumpet-playing and a 
sophisticated acoustic guitar. If 

THE TOUR TOPS: Tonight 
I'm Gonna Love You All 
Over (Casablanca). A 
disappointing halt to the Four 
Tops' singles revival. It starts 
elegantly enough but gradually 

someone dear to you and They'11 
tell you to leave it out. mate. 

RUDI: Crimson (Jamming) 

Paul Weller. Rudi sing a decent, 
angry song with passion. The 
Rimshots play jaunty Cockney 
rockabilly. Rudi have the best 
song and the Rimshots the best 
production. Mr Weller has the 

Snack Attack (Polydor). 
They're dying for a late-nite 
snack but instead of raiding the 
fridge, Godley and Creme have 
—“*— i song about it (probably 

-j Seven and 
Seven Is (Warner Bros). 
Adam Ant only had to dress up as 
Alice Cooper on his "Prince 
Charming" video and suddenly 
Alice had an audience again. But 
boring singles like this, recorded 

D.A.F.: £_ 
(Sex Under Water) (Virgin). 
It's fine as long as you don't get 
your snorkels tangled — and 
watch out for sharks! D.A.F. 
make it sound like a very serious 
business indeed but then all the 
words are in German. Wonder if 
they're rude? 

Expensive reggae from the Rats: 
a strong horn introduction; 
speaker-buzzing bass and organ; 

KOOL AND THE GANG: 
Take My Heart (You Can 
Have It If You Want It) 
(De-Lite). Another smooth 
serving of cool disco-funk to 
complete a trio of hits from K. 
and the G. One of those sneaky 
spoken introductions leads into a 
classic disco song pushed along 
by rich rhythm playing. 
Impossible to keep still while 
listening to this. Play it and 
you're partying some! 

ALEXEI SAYLE: 'Ullo John! 

to Miami, people who say 
"Cheers!" and "Nice One!", 
micro-wave ovens and records by 
Billy Joel, all linked by frantic 
repetitions of the title. If you 

same time, this is the disc for 
you. Nice one. Alexei! 

PRIVATE LIVES: Because 
You're Young (Chrysalis). 

ot the blissful Bowie 
song from "Scary Monster 
though, now you come to 
mention it, the saxophone 
. is a bit like "Y 

Martin Rushent struggles 
bravely to make a good pop 
record out of a weak song, but 

TENPOLE TUDOR: Lei The 
Four Winds Blow (Stiff). Ship 
ahoy! Seeing as Adam nicked 
Eddie Tenpole's suit of armour 
for his "Antrap" video, Eddie's 
run off with Adam's pirate ship. 
Winds whistle and ropes creak 
while the lads chant 
Rut-de-de-de-diddley-day! And 

drunken passage up the charts. 

I). And the 
Barbara under discussion is 
Barbara Woodhouse. Really. 
Randy relates how his dog has 

keeps coming home late from the 
park. So Mrs Woodhouse. make 
her learn to stay, teach her now 
the good ol' Woodhouse way. 
Randy - WALKIES! (And that's 
putting it politely.) 

disco hits in the last few months 
like Imagination's "Body Talk" 
and Shakatak's "Easier Said 
Than Done". Delicious tinkling 
and tickling of the ivories 
dominates this new hit, as you 

Mind (Flicknife). It's all inside 
your mind, apparently (but then 
so much of the 1960's was). What? 
Y'know, things like being 
trapped in time like a backward 
nursery rhyme. Incidentally, 
what a pathetic n-t- 

CLASSIX NOUVEAUX: Is It 
A Dream? (Liberty). Is it a 
bird? Is it a plane? Is it a dream? 
Is it a hit? Is it any good? No. no. 
no. no. yes. Does it matter? 

MARTY WILDE: In Dreams 
(K.R.L.). After a twenty-year 
absence from the charts, Kim anc 
Ricky's dad has decided it's 

Donna Summer's producers, has 
put together a muted electronic 
background over which Marty 
croons an old Roy Orbison song 
with conviction. And it's dead 



ALBUMS 



.justgpld discs. Houj 
Vcalled gold discs! yd\jL 
yhey are /he. 0*3/4 thin£ 
| which can make it/e. 
l M Hokes in m pictuteY"*- 1 

smile - ifkij don’t like fd 
\ jilrtx or b&wn tick ltd... h \ ta 

jcJErToHje all this is still /7"\i 
WY a hit like nirvana, nor fiar 
S/ I’m really info lhat scene hut, 
?hack in '75, if you'd said 'disc't 
me I’d have answered, 
sliced disc■ Just dropped him oft 

. in the traction wand!" Pontes'A 

nf/katfkey 
H sh'm’op Around Ihesawttime, Adrian^ 

'rifiht was first cominfo under Ik 
mi! of weird electronic sounds. 

% [hjeLAHked 
n /weird electronic sounds 
'butit looked like a tramps’ 
convention at a rubbish- 2. 

me when Adrian drop) 
K% hear us. lie ums 
L 7>nImpressed /, /closely pursuit 

\ interests 
fih^h/6 own / 

r^itiWzdfiem 
ice cream ty<y 



/Boiled spuds\ 
zmd mince, baled 

Sfbn&e. fuddinb 
^ Med tel... 

we. to just datf'dre&in, 
mind. 6ffck at home 1 
l (jas working OV) &■ / 
/^nus'tcdd 

TriPn^ 
/ /d\ck 1 
Ymoult on 

ir// Wtltj my visual^\ 
I//skills tie Human 
fjl League, could fa far- 

)’ ? vhd/'l0IA^ 

pjjiyneAi* 

v^UUp-J 

jfh! Fun, irft iCf ‘ 

’Anynay, Adrian 
signed Up and soor 

tie, trendy music < 
papers became / 

k impressed .A 
f/£r, do/ 
V you mind, 
Adrian 71 
missed this 
episode >n 

/dUnd J1...A 



'Wlw we signed wilv 
Virgin Records, and 
used ife advance 
money to Mid our A 

/On^e 
iPtenMs u/enejP"# 
\ it uias one me Tift 
gs^affer aww^^. 

European 
lour in A 

\dMS!mZtj 

th^S tie Sound. Spo! We had €om&\ 

'glamour.And rtoyj Me 

'nested «£W0 -.sp^kte; 

<So I fpT hold of- Ian 

burden and SenowS 

ffUj 
K I had a ■jJ'&vtl' wan-we7\ 
ttye visuals, % ^lawowr, 
8*d sparkle. To brwA 
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The national Youth Theatre.^ 
lift# 1W*LEADER of THEATRE OF HATE. 

KIRK BRANDON, 
TALKS TO DAVE RIMMER 



KIRK BRANDON: 'There's lot being done against youth. 



FOOL IF YOU THINK 
IT’S OVER 

ELKIE BROOKS 
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extra songs from OUR charts in 
the time that Jonathan King 
spends rabbitting on about the 
Americans and their history . I'm 
sure a lot of people agree with 

Maureen. MuswellHill. 

7th Miss Clare Grogan infori 
the audience that she didn't 
-the facts of life. I, being 
generous as I am, would like to 
offer her. 
the aforex_ 
absolutely free-of charge. 
-3 interested I will meet 

her outside the Wickford Branch 
of Woolworths at 2pm on Sat, 

Dear Mark Rusher, 
My, what a wonderful camera 

lens you've got. That Spandau 
feature was just spiffing, 
excellent in fact. Just one 
question though. Did you really 
get paid to sit on a train for seven 
hours with The Spands? I'd have 
paid you twice as much if you'd 
let me take the pictures! 
Linda, Buiy. 

Is. Nothing unusual you may 
think. So what? Well, ai 

towards us. "God!" we tl_ 
"It's Julian Cope!" (Gasp. g. 

So we ran after him andc 
i for his autograph. Bi 

panic, we didn't have a pen and 
nor did he or the girl he was with. 
Then we came up with a bright 
idea — my new blue Avon 
eyeliner. He wrote his name for 
us (with two kisses at the bottom! 
Gasp again) on a Top Shop bag 

lovely. Thank you Julian for 
making our day f-1 
Two Teardrop Ex 

Are Kool And The Gang "getting 

AC/DC are trying to "get up"? 
Is that wonderful enough for a 

£5 Record Token? 
5. F. Robinson. Nottingham. 

Yeah, so we gave him year 
record tokon. 

I am writing after reading your 
video article Jan 21) which has 
deeply upset me. I was incense, 
to read "Live music could die as 

I realise that tours are 
exhausting for the performers but 
they owe it to their fans, without 
whom they would be stacking 
baked beans in their local 

st. As an 
of a fairly successful group I 
found that the concerts made up 
for the endless rehearsals in 
draughty huts. There in front of 
us were a group of people who 
had paid money and usually 
travelled to see us play. A happy 
band and a happy audience is a 
great atmosphere and it can be a 

I cannot understand how you 

decrease of live concerts as 
being an unfortunate side-effect 
of the progression of video 
technology. Instead of accepting 
we should fight to prevent this 
happening. 

Videos do not show music. 

3ound, in melody an 
_aing Adam Ant prancing 
around in a highwayman's outfit 
one does not immediately think 

, that's good mi 
ad people are p 

wondering what his shade of lip 
gloss is called. 

Videos cover up all the faults a 
record could have. This is now 
the "pretty" era where looks are 
considered a good enough 
substitute for a lack of musical 

Duran Duran are a good 
jxample. They chum out boring 
songs which lack depth and 
emotion and this is hidden by a 
/ideo of pouting lips, dyed hair 

Performers should be as one 

„_ s. synthsetc., 
should be an addition of 
themselves and express ideas, 
hopes and feelings. Time should 
be spent on exploring all the 

trying to become more proficient 
with an eyeliner pencil. Not that I 
am against make-up on the male 
sex. I appreciate a good looking 
band and I like a group with style 
and individuality as long as it's 
natural and not an act. Style and 
sex appeal does not necessarily 

Videos should only be an 
added spice to a group, not ~ 
—*-i-essity. I hope valuable necessity. I hope this 
year's up and coming groups 
realise that live shows offer a 
better representation of them as 

Walking into the city on a cold 
afternoon, one discovers that one 
carries £1.10, and so one heads 

Having entered the 

counter and one politely asks the 
nice young lady at the counter for 
a copy of "European Son" by 

C)ne get s it home and places it 
on one's record-player, which is 
only four months old. One finds 
that the record is faulty and the 
needle jumps forward, all the 
way through the record. ~ rough the record. • 

j to Woolworths ot ... 
following day, and one tells 
another nice young lady about 
the record. She changes it for 

As soon as one places it on the 
turntable and begins to play it, 
one realises that it has the same 
fault. One returns to the shop 
and asks for a refund. Having 
done this, one goes to the nearest 
branch of Boots and one buys 
.. i"byThe "Falling In Love Again" by The 
Techno Twins. This disc plays 
perfectly on one's record player. 

A few days later one sees that 
— ,---- Being in no 
particular hurry, one heads to the 
dark side of the city, where there 
stands a small but inexpensive 
record shop which, to i- 

_the past, ar 
shop has had irate c\ 
bringing the copy back for a 
refund. The man says no, but as 
it is not a busy time for the shop, 
he will play it on the shop's 
record player. It plays perfectly 
and one takes it home eagerly 

playing of th< 
turntable. One is. yet again, 
disappointed. The record does 
not play properly. But, one kno’ 
now that it is one's hi-fi that 
hates the disc. * 
it. It plays everything else, bi 
not this. One must have a 

One cannot be bothered to go 
back to that shop in the deepest 
region of the city, and so one 
takes drastic action. One 
smashes the record to bits. 

Now, one is contemplating 
writing a letter of complaint to 
Japan, especially to their 
singers, David and Sylvia. 
One, Norwich. 

Who on earth decides what 
colour the letters "Smash Hits" 
will be on the front of your mag? 
Do you employ someone to 

Anyway, last week (Feb 4) I 
thought the colour taste was 
terrible! All that red made David 
Sylvian look like a Russian drug 
addict! 
Alissa Vernon, Solihull. 



THAT'S THE DATE: MAKE SURE YOUR NEWSAGENT KNOWS IT. 

Q: What's Brightly-coloured, full of fun and hit songs, and has 
a special giant pull-out poster in the middle? 
A: The next issue of Smash Hits! 



or A CASIO MINI-KEYBOARD 

or an AUTOGRAPHED 
FUN BOY THREE I 

absolutely crammed with special 
effects - like a freeze frame and 
an advance programmer — and 
costs in the region of £500. And 

all-girl group. Was it a) 
-Oo*s;b) 

it entry (with the right answers) 
je selected on March 18 will 

win the video, the next five get a 
Casio each and the following 50 
runners-up will all find a signed 
Fun Boy Three LP in the post. 

Right, point your peepers at 

all probably quite 
- rdly generous 

. „ at FREE LPs in 
each issue. And this one's no 
exception. A tempting stack of 50 
copies of "The Fun Boy Three", 
the band's debut LP, are just 
itching to be claimed. Every one 
of them autographed. 

But that's not all! Remember 
those neat little portable synths 
The Human League used on 
"Open Your Heart"? Well we've 
got 5 of them and we're dishing 
them out too. Thirty quid's worth 
of high technology — rhythm 
tracks, sound effects, « 







It's 34" by 22"! It's full colour! It's glossy! 
It's reversible! And, best of all, it's 

absolutely free! 

Attached to the centre of the next issue of 

Smash Hits is your own pull-out and 

fold-out wall poster. 

On one side there's Toyah; flip it over 

and you can feast your eyes on The 
Human League. Miss out on this one 

and your bedroom wall will never 

forgive you. 


